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LONG-TERM GOALS 
 
The long-term goal of this work is to better understand and model reverberation and clutter in shallow 
water environments, and to develop techniques for Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA) and 
environmentally adaptive sonar.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
The current project is a continuation of a joint collaboration (N000140310420) between Defence 
Research & Development Canada – Atlantic (DRDC Atlantic) and the Applied Research Laboratory of 
Penn State University (ARL/PSU) to analyze and model reverberation, target echo, and clutter data in 
shallow water. It allows the PI to spend approximately three months each year at ARL/PSU. The 
collaboration leverages programs in Canada, US, and a joint research project with the NATO Undersea 
Research Centre (NURC). The primary effort is analysis and interpretation of data, together with 
development and validation of improved modeling algorithms. One focus is the performance of 
directional sensors in towed arrays. A fast shallow water sonar model that includes target echo and 
clutter is being developed and validated. Experiments will be proposed for the 2007 clutter experiment 
with NURC, and the data analyzed. 
 
APPROACH 
 
The PI spends three months per year at ARL/PSU, conducting joint research primarily with Drs. John 
Preston and Charles Holland. Additional collaboration takes place throughout the year in their own 
institutions. DRDC Atlantic generally funds Dr. Preston for two weeks of research in Canada. The 
main objective is to analyze, model, and interpret data received on towed arrays during reverberation 
and clutter sea trials. The primary outputs of the collaboration are manuscripts for joint publications in 
refereed journals. Secondary outputs are improved models and algorithms. 
 
This project emphasizes examination and interpretation of data from several towed arrays with 
directional elements – specifically the NURC and ONR cardioid arrays with triplet elements and the 
DRDC DASM (Directional Array Sensor Module) array with omni/dipole sensors. Models are being 
extended to compare the performance of these arrays. Data from the Boundary 04 and BASE ’04 sea 
trials are being analyzed along the lines of previous experiments [Preston/Ellis, 1999, 2001; Hines et 
al., 2001; Preston el al., 2004; Holland et al., 2005]. Experiments will be designed for the 2007 joint 
US/Canada/NURC Wideband LFAS Clutter Characterization Experiment in the Mediterranean, and 
the results analyzed. 
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As part of the analysis, a fast shallow-water reverberation model [Ellis, 1995] based on normal modes 
[Ellis, 1985] is being extended to a fast shallow-water “sonar” model that includes target echo [Ellis et 
al., 1997] and feature scattering. Like the reverberation model, it will be computationally-efficient and 
include the 3-D effects of towed array beam patterns [Ellis, 1991], signal excess, and time-spreading in 
order to compare with experimental measurements. The objective is to quantitatively invert, not just 
for bottom loss and scattering [Ellis and Gerstoft, 1996; Ellis et al., 1997; Preston 2001, 2002], but for 
the strength of various clutter features. The model will also be validated against more computationally-
intensive “physics-based” models developed by other researchers.  
 
WORK COMPLETED 
 
Two manuscripts from previous years collaboration on the 2000-2003 Boundary Interaction Joint 
Research Project were published in the IEEE Special Issue on Interaction of Low- to Mid-Frequency 
Sound with the Ocean Bottom [Preston et al., 2005; Holland et al., 2005]. 
 
A comparison was made between the effect of cardioid sensors versus limaçon sensors on 
reverberation received on a towed array [Ellis, 2006]. Some highlights are shown in the “Results” 
section below. 
 
The fast normal mode reverberation model (NOGRP) was extended (and renamed Rosella) to include 
beam patterns and to handle target echo and signal excess calculations. Initial comparison was made 
with towed array reverberation and feature-scattering data obtained in the Boundary 04 / BASE ’04 sea 
trial in the Mediterranean [Ellis and Pecknold, 2006]. Some highlights are shown in the “Results” 
section below. 
 
Initial work was done in extending the normal-mode reverberation model to handle scattering from a 
basement interface, and make comparisons with an energy flux model.  
 
During Dr. Preston’s visit to DRDC Atlantic in August 2006, a version of the fast normal-mode 
approach was implemented using the ORCA normal-mode model together with Matlab scripts for the 
reverberation calculations. Comparisons were made with NOGRP/Rosella and the Generic Sonar 
Model [Weinberg, 1984] for a few simple test cases. More comparisons will be made, and results 
presented at the ONR Reverberation Modeling Workshop in Austin in November 2006. 
 
RESULTS 
 
Effect of directional sensors 
 
An investigation was made on the reduction of reverberation by arrays of directional sensors [Ellis, 
2006]. Figure 1 shows polar plots of the various beam pattern responses in the horizontal plane, for a 
~15-wavelength array. In the left plot the linear array has equal response (blue solid) at 60° and 300°; 
when multiplied by the broadside cardioid (green dash-dot line), the combined response (red dashed 
line) has a much reduced response at 300°, which is only obvious on a dB plot (middle). In the right 
plot, the linear array has equal response (blue solid) at 30° and 330°, the normalized limaçon response 
(green dash-dot line) has a null at 330° and the multiplied response (red dashed line) has a single lobe 
at 30°. Even on a dB plot (not illustrated), the limaçon shows no ambiguous beam.  
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The limaçon beamforming can be easily implemented with omni/dipole sensors as used in the DRDC 
DASM array. It is not obvious that the triplet sensors in cardioid arrays can be used to produce a null 
in the ambiguous beam over a significant bandwidth. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Polar plots: (left) including cardioid response; (middle) normalized response as 
a dB plot; (right) including limaçon response. 

 
 
Figure 2 compares the effective reverberation response of arrays with omnidirectional elements with 
arrays of cardioid and limaçon sensors. At broadside (left graph) the cardioid and limaçon are 
identical, and lower than the response for onmidirectional elements. Note that there is not a uniform 3 
dB difference as one might naively expect from perfect left/right discrimination; the effective beam 
pattern is flatter (as a function of vertical angle) for the cardioid/limaçon. If one is using the broadside 
beam for inversion, it will be important to use the correct effective beam pattern, or else the differences 
will be attributed to the bottom loss (and result in misleading geoacoustic estimates). Away from 
broadside (right graph), the cardioid and limaçon arrays produce different results, with the limaçon 
producing lower reverberation response over most of the angles, and a much flatter response over the 
vertical angles of interest between the “cusps” (±30°, for a beam 60° from broadside). 
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Fig. 2. Effective beam patterns for a 44-λ array: (left) broadside; (right) 60° from 

broadside. 
 
 
Figure 3 shows corresponding reverberation response, using the beam patterns of Fig. 2. As one would 
have anticipated from Fig. 2, at broadside (left graph) the linear array provides over 20 dB reduction of 
the reverberation compared to a single omnidirectional sensor; the cardioid/limaçon sensors provide 
about another 3 dB reverberation reduction. Note, even 60° from broadside (right graph) the limaçon 
sensors, compared to the cardioid sensors, produce only a small additional reduction of reverberation, 
Figure 1 indicated that limaçon sensors will be much more effective at reducing clutter on the 
ambiguous beam, but this has not yet been quantified; the Rosella target echo model could be readily 
adapted to investigate this. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Reverberation predictions: (left) omni and broadside beams; (right) omni and 
beams 60° from broadside. 
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Target echo and signal excess modeling 
 
The normal mode reverberation model was extended to handle beam patterns, target echo, and signal 
excess calculations. First, the reverberation data on quiet beam – no shipping noise, no major 
scattering features –was fitted by the model to estimate the scattering strength and bottom reflection 
loss. Then, the resulting geoacoustic properties were used in the target model to predict the target echo. 
Figure 4 shows predictions from the Rosella model compared with data taken in the Boundary / BASE 
’04 sea trials in the Mediterranean [Ellis and Pecknold, 2006]. In the left graph, the target strength of 
Campo Vega (at 18 s) and oil tender (at 20 s) was estimated from our model predictions to be ~36 dB. 
In the right graph the target strength of two BBN reflectors [Malme, 1994] (at 10 and 11 s) was fitted 
from our predictions to be 19 dB. Our estimated BBN target strength is about 7 dB higher than 
expected from the specification sheet (for a 30 m air-filled hose). The difference could be due to 
vertical directivity pattern of the BBN hose, 3 to 4 dB errors in the estimated transmission loss, but 
more validation of the model needs to be done as well. 
 
If the target echo model can be validated, this could be a useful method for estimating the target 
strength of clutter features – and even submarines – in multipath shallow water environments. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Comparison of target echo model (dotted line) with echoes (blue, green) from 
Campo Vega oil rig and tender (left) and BBN targets (right). The red curve is fitted 

background reverberation, with an arbitrary enhancement of 20 dB  
between 26 and 29 seconds. 

 
 
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS 
 
From an operational perspective, clutter is viewed as one of the most important problems facing active 
sonar in shallow water. The long-term objective of this work is to better understand and model 
reverberation and clutter in shallow water environments, and to develop techniques for Rapid 
Environmental Assessment (REA) [Sellschopp, 2000; Whitehouse et al., 2004] and environmentally 
adaptive sonar. Parts of the research have spun off into a DRDC TIAPS (Towed Integrated Active-
Passive Sonar) Technology Demonstrator which has been evaluated in ASW exercises against 
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submarine targets. The work on clutter is related to the DRDC effort in Auralization and co-operative 
work with TTCP and other ONR efforts. 
 
RELATED PROJECTS   
 
This project contributes to the US/Canada/NURC Joint Research Project on Wideband Clutter 
Characterization, which receives substantial funding from ONR. This ONR project also contributes to 
the DRDC Atlantic research program:  
http://www.atlantic.drdc-rddc.gc.ca/researchtech/researchareas_e.shtml, in particular, Underwater 
Sensing and Countermeasures,  
http://www.atlantic.drdc-rddc.gc.ca/researchtech/underwater-intro_e.shtml.  
 
As well, the personal interaction on this project facilitates additional collaborations between scientists 
in the various research laboratories. 
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